
9 .  Marlins 

I didn’t see anything last year to give me hope that the Marlins can escape a last place finish this season. 

This is especially concerning given that their only real competition for dead last (the Athletics) are 

returning with some high profile rookies and veteran SWBL leadership. If team captain Eli Erickson can 

lead this team to even an 8th place finish, I would consider that a true success for this young franchise. 

The good news for the fish is that their division draw was as optimal as they could ask for being paried 

with the sinking Brewers from Tier 1 and the stagnant Yankees from Tier 2. 

If this were a triathlon or some sort of track and field 

competition, the Marlins would be a lock as they are 

clearly the youngest and most athletic team in the 

league. Their newest addition (Corey Pohle) is looking 

pretty jacked according to my social media accounts. 

But if you look at the top tier SWBL MVP contenders of 

the past several years, you will see that not a single one 

of them is jacked. Corey is going to need to build off his 

unflattering SWBL rookie performance with the 2014 

Yankees where he finished 32nd in AVG and HR/AB in a 

part time role. Last year the Top 3 Marlins hitters (Sam, 

Luke, Eli) finished 22nd, 26th and 33rd in AVG so you can expect that hitting could be a problem for this 

team. The biggest piece of optimism I can offer the Marlins is the fact that the defending champion 

Expos went 0-10 in their inaugural season too (2015). My second dose of hopefulness is that the Marlins 

played in some fairly close games last year (lost to the Brewers by 3; the Expos and Astros by 4; and the 

Yankees and Rockies by 5). Added experience in year two could flip one or two of those games the other 

way, especially against two teams whose rosters did not improve at all and who they will face twice 

again this season as divisional foes (Yankees and Brewers). When you factor in the Toilet Bowl matchup 

against the Athletics at season’s end, it could be a 2-8 season for the Marlins and a true reason to 

celebrate in south beach.   

It’s clear who the leader of this team needs to be and that is Luke “The Most Handsome of the Brethren” 

Bakula. He has to be a Top 10 player for this team to have any chance at success. Sam Rudnick is a prime 

candidate for Sophomore of the Year (.425 AVG in 2020) and could possibly compete with Luke for team 

MVP. The pitching should be left primarily to Tall Guy and Fat-J with Luke and Eli providing depth. A 

bullpen by committee, with different types of junk being thrown each inning, is not a bad idea for this 

team as they don’t yet have an identified Cy Wiffle contender. I’m sure that several teams are probably 

going to rest their aces, do some lineup experimentation or simply overconsume on alcohol when the 

Marlins come to town. That presents a perfect chance for the Marlins to play sleeper and gut their 

opponents with their pointy noses by sneaking in a victory or two. One or two wins for this team has to 

be viewed as success for such a young franchise, but I don’t think they will get more than one. 

Predicted Record: 1-9 
Team MVP:  Sam Rudnick (Sophomore Player of the Year contender) 
Pressure is on:  Luke Bakula (to be the veteran leader that this team needs) 



8.  Athletics 

The Athletics may not have been around last year but they did have two of 

their three best seasons during 2018 & 2019 finishing 4-6. Without Luke 

Bakula and Mike Karl in 2021, even that record could be tough to repeat this 

season given their unfortunate division draw (0-16 against the Royals and 

Twins in the regular season). I mean, you can’t tell me it was a coincidence 

that the last regular season game of the year features the Athletics vs. Marlins 

in what is expected to be the annual “Toilet Bowl” matchup. There is a good 

chance that these two teams have anywhere from 0-2 wins each going into 

this game and are fighting to stay out of 9th place.  

Of all nine teams, the Athletics are definitely the hardest team to judge given 

the year off, the loss of two of their three best players and the addition of 

three rookies. What we do know, however, is that Paul “The Godfather” 

Castellano will be the leader of this team in all three facets.  Josh Rogers figures to slide in as the 

teams #2 MVP after making the most of his 11 AB last season batting .636 (5th overall) with the 

Brewers. Josh is the undeniable #1 Rookie of the Year candidate and is expected to split the majority 

of the pitching workload with Paul. If anyone is going to steal the ROTY award from him, it’s going to 

be his teammate Jordan Smith who has spent the summer playing in the MO-WIFF fast pitch league 

led by Josh as the commissioner. Chris Vorbeck is the 3rd rookie on this team who looks to 

supplement the rest of the squad and provide depth where needed. 

My skepticism with the A’s largely resides with the historical performance of this team. The veteran 

Athletics (Paul, Steve and Alex) rank 18th, 37th and 53rd in AVG during the first pitch strike era. One or 

two of the rookies are going to need to step up in a big way to lift this team, but outstanding rookie 

performances in the SWBL are few and far between. For that reason, I’m out (Shark Tank reference) 

on the Athletics having any chance at making the playoffs. I know that this is going to be the best 

team-rookie class that we have seen in the franchise era, and the MO-WIFF fast pitch experience 

that Josh and Jordan have could make these medium speed pitches seem like meatballs. It’s never 

fun having to be objective and pick a couple teams to finish at the bottom, but I think the Athletics 

are used to it at this point.  

 
Predicted Record: 2-8 
Team MVP:   Paul Castellano (the definition of a three tool player) 
Pressure is on:  Josh Rogers (to be Paul’s bash brother) 
 

 

 

 



7.   Yankees 

 

The loss of John Calloway seemed to hit hard last year as the Yankees 

followed up a 2019 championship performance by finishing 4-6 and 

watching the playoffs from the sidelines. I don’t expect much to change 

in 2021 because Scott and Jackson can only do so much for this team. 

The lazy stakeholders of the SWBL will assume that the Yankees will 

bounce back given their alternating years of success dating back to 

2012. But I’m here to say, and boldly predict, that the pattern could 

end in 2021. With absolutely zero depth and a struggling pitching 

rotation, I can’t expect the Yankees to revert back to the pinstripe 

magic we have seen before even though they received the best division 

draw of all 9 teams.  

I’ll admit, it seems odd to question the pitching abilities of two of the 

only six players to ever win the Cy Wiffle award in SWBL history. But 

recent years (2019 and 2020) have proven that the Yankees pitching staff isn’t what it used to be as 

Jackson and Scott rank between 16-19th in ERA, WHIP and K/IP. Surely they will exceed those ranks in 

2021, but it might not be enough to make the playoffs. The pitching doesn’t need to be perfect because, 

like the Twins, this team can put up runs quick and rely on their offense and defense to win games. 

Hitting statistics from the past four seasons will show that Scott and Jackson are Top 7 in AVG and 

strikeout rate. While Kevin and Sam’s AVGs are less impressive (22nd and 29th, respectively), all four 

Yanks are Top 15 in HR/AB and were featured in the Top 19 SWBL player countdown this past offseason. 

It’s hard to hate on this team’s offense. Sure, the Yanks will probably take 2 from the Marlins, 1 from the 

Brewers and 1 from the Athletics, but a 5th or 6th win could be hard to come by in order to get into the 

playoffs.  

Predicted Record: 4-6 
Team MVP:  Scott Pohle (to perform at his usual level) 
Pressure is on:  Jackson Crosley (to return to ace status) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6.  Brewers 

You may be surprised to see last year’s #2 finisher ranked 

this low, but for me the loss of PG for the 2021 season is 

big. This will be a completely different team this year that 

certainly won’t lead the league in run differential again 

and probably won’t make the championship game, but 

they still have the pieces to make the playoffs and stay 

competitive. To fill that void, the Brewers are bringing in 

quite a deep squad to supplement Captain Pete and the 

Cornells. That is actually not a bad name for a band, now 

that I think about it.  

Kyle Cornell is a sleeper for both MVP and Cy Wiffle contention after finishing 4th in AVG/RBI/OPS 

last season and ranking 1st in ERA, WHIP, K/IP & Saves during the first pitch strike era.  Brother Derek 

will step up to a significant role with more time expected in the field and at the plate. I expect him 

to continue to master that Griffey Jr. like swing on his way to Jeff Bertram 2012 - 2014 status. Peter 

Leicht hasn’t put together a complete MVP caliber season since 2015 despite often being mentioned 

in the conversation at times. The pressure is on him now more than ever to lead this team by 

example at the plate and on the mound.  The 4th batting spot, as has often been the case with this 

team, remains a mystery. Jimmy Stout’s recent surgical procedure has his availability in serious 

doubt because his appearance on the field would go directly against his doctor’s orders. Even 

though he was quoted at a recent family gathering saying “There would be no better place to die 

than on the SWBL field,” you have to assume that Brewers team management will keep his long 

term interests in mind for a Season 20 Comeback Player of the Year run. But with one brother down, 

another brother comes out of the woodwork as Andrew Leicht, fellow league founder, is expected 

to make an appearance for the first time since 2008.  Another player making a return to the league 

(after three years off) is Curran Collins, who is expected to own the majority of the at-bats in the 4th 

spot and hopes to build off a .222 AVG from 2017. The Brewers also added Ryan Briggs, a 2012 

original roster addition that never made it on the field, but who is expected to show up and throw 

some crazy shit for a game or two. But perhaps the most significant (and late breaking move) from 

this past offseason was the acquisition of 4-year veteran Jeremy Worrell from the Astros to help fill 

the #2 pitching role and replace the 23 IP that PG handled last season.  At the plate, Jeremy finished 

13th in OPS last season and is no stranger to the veteran pitching of the SWBL. There should be 

plenty of options at Pete’s disposal and the end result of the Brewers season could come down to 

how effectively they are utilized. Despite a gracious division draw, the Brewers will surely have their 

challenges and play in several close games as they usually do. 

 

Predicted Record: 5-5 
Team MVP:  Kyle Cornell (to be the ace and an MVP contender) 
Pressure is on:  Peter Leicht (in all three facets) 



5.  Astros 

This will clearly be the most exciting team to watch 

this season and I wholeheartedly agree (especially in 

the group of death that features the Expos and 

Rockies). Captain Bryan Benware’s 2021 squad is the 

most complete team in the franchise’s six year history 

and is a total redesign of the Astros of old who were 

routinely featured in the bottom tier of the league. 

The 2021 Astros start with the addition of John 

Calloway from the Yankees, a top tier left fielder 

averaging 12 putouts, 18 assists and 2 errors per year. 

At the plate, I’d expect him to lead things off given his 

.534 AVG (11th) and 7% strikeout rate (4th). Of all 

players to never make an SWBL All-Star game but 

very deserving of one, he has to be near the top of that list. The next big move is the addition of David 

Olderman whose first pitch strike numbers land him T-7th CG, 11th in ERA, 12th in K/IP and 10th in IP 

(despite missing last season). But let’s not let these two blockbuster additions take away from the 

identity and proven strength of this team that was evident last season.  

Cam “Let’s Goooo!” Smith is the clear spirit animal of this team and the likely ace of the pitching staff 

after averaging 24 IP, 17 K and 4 CG per season during his two year tenure. His ERA decreased from 9.40 

to 5.22 year over year but his walk count increased from 0 to 12. Both David and Cam are Top 10 in 

BB/IP during the first pitch strike era which could be a difference maker in close games and needs to be 

watched closely.  

On the offensive side, we have now witnessed two years of Keaton Adams, who was a popular fantasy 

pick last year and sports the 3rd best HR/AB ratio in the first pitch strike era. He led the team in AVG, HR, 

RBI and Runs last year and has earned a prime spot in the lineup. The offensive potential of this team 

continues with 2020 Rookie of the Year Cole Layton who put up solid numbers in his rookie campaign 

and is expected to compete for Sophomore of the Year. With that kind of power at the plate and on the 

mound, captain Bryan Benware made the tough decision to loan Jeremy Worrell to the Brewers for the 

2021 season given the limited playing time that was expected for him. At some rate, you have to 

question how much playing time Benware is going to give himself given the roster that he is fortunate in 

having. Despite a tough division draw, the Astros have only gotten better since a 2020 season that saw 

them earn a franchise high four wins and narrowly miss a playoff berth. Because of the offseason 

additions named above, I am high on the Astros to at least repeat their career high record of 4-6 and 

find a way into the wild card game. 

 
Predicted Record: 5-5 
Team MVP:  Cam Smith (no question) 
Pressure is on:  Bryan Benware (to manage the roster) 
 



4. Rockies 
 

I expect the Rockies to make the playoffs again 

this season (big surprise). Despite the worst 

possible division draw they could have imagined, 

they return fully intact and welcome back Grant 

Boyd after a one year absence.  Replacing 2020 

rookie Mike Patterson (.391 AVG) with Grant’s 

experience and AVG over the past four seasons 

(.514) is sure to pay dividends for this team and 

get them back in their groove. Let’s not forget 

how they narrowly lost the wild card game last 

season against the Expos. 

Rookie Chad Young’s long waited arrival is expected to yield big results on the mound based on what I’m 

hearing within the Rockie organization and seeing in many fantasy wiffleball lineups. I’d still call Blake 

the ace of this team given he is Top 10 in most major pitching categories and has handled the role well 

since the departure of his brother Brett. Kyle Breda has plenty of pitching experience in the past four 

seasons (18 IP per year) but his metrics aren’t as flattering as you’d want to see from a #2 pitcher (13th 

WHIP, 18th ERA, 26th K/AB). Thus, the door could be open for Chad if things click early for him on the 

mound, if Breda struggles or if the cicadas find a home near the pitching mound. 

On the offensive side, the Killer-B’s of the Rockies rank 13th, 16th, 20th and 25th in AVG and 13th, 18th, 28th 

and 34th in HR/AB (amongst active 2021 players in the first pitch strike era). They are basically the 

opposite of a team like the Royals or Twins when it comes to cold hard stats but they have produced 

great success year in and year out. The rumor is that the Rockies head deep into the woods beyond 

shanty town and spread icy hot around each other’s belly buttons before each home game. I know it 

sounds weird, but this is the pre-game ritual that has produced nine straight playoff appearances so you 

can’t go against it or even question it. 

Blake continues to lead the charge for this team at the plate and on the mound, but given its cicada 

season, I’m definitely not picking him for my fantasy team. With the Expos and Astros as divisional foes, 

the thought of the Rockies missing the playoffs is worthy of a conversation but I’m sure as hell not going 

to put my good name against them.  

 

Predicted Record:  6-4 
Team MVP:  Blake Spencer (ship it) 
Pressure is on:  Kyle Breda (in all three facets) 
 

 



3.  Expos 

If you’ve been on the Expos bandwagon since the franchise’s 

establishment in 2013, then it’s been quite a ride. They began as the 

“Lovable Losers”; made a quick pit stop as “America’s Sweethearts”; and 

now it seems they’ve abruptly become the “Villains of the SWBL.” 

Undoubtedly led by six-year veteran Jimmy Nelson, this team is ready to 

defend their title and has been stricken with extreme confidence as the 

2020 defending champions. It was a magical run last year that saw the 

Expos come alive on Sunday and Monday going 7-1 with wins over the 

Rockies (2), Braves (2), Twins, Yankees and Brewers en route to an 

improbable championship title. Having been historically high on the 

Expos (by the old Expo standards of simply winning 3+ games), I’m still 

high on them but not enough to expect them back in the title game. 

First of all, nobody is going to take the Expos lightly during their regular season matchup(s) because 

clearly, every team should have a common goal: Keep Jimmy Nelson’s knuckleball out of the playoffs. 

Second, while the offense is almost guaranteed to improve on their 4.5 runs per game mark from last 

year, will that be enough? Sure, Jimmy Nelson led the league in pitching strikeouts, but did you know he 

also led the league in batting strikeouts? In fact, the Expos Top 4 hitters were all Top 11 in strikeouts and 

collectively the team accounted for 22% of the donations to K’s for Buddies. That might not be material 

enough to appear on their tax returns as charitable contributions, but you have to admire the 

selflessness of this bunch.  But let’s be honest…much like their division rival Rockies, it’s hard to 

measure statistics for a team like this especially when you have the two best pitchers in the league. My 

third, and most important reason for Expo skepticism, is that their division draw was the worst amongst 

all nine teams. They clearly don’t know how to beat the Astros given they were 0-2 (-22) last year. And 

then they’re paired up with the most consistent/competitive team in the franchise era who they went 1-

2 (-5) against last season including a narrow win in the wild card game. The Astros and Rockies have 

both upgraded their rosters this season compared to last, but the only change for the Expos is the 

joyous return of Matt Egerstrom. Sorry Matt, but good luck finding any playing time on this new and 

improved Expos team that has a huge target on their backs this season. If you don’t believe me, ask the 

shanty town gnome. All that said, I’m clearly not going to predict that the Expos miss the playoffs. I think 

there’s a greater chance of either the Brewers or Yankees faltering and clearing a spot for the Expos to 

return to the playoffs for the second time in franchise history. 

 

Predicted Record: 6-4 
Team MVP:  Jimmy Nelson (by a landslide) 
Pressure is on:  Matt Germer (to be a solid #3 offensive contributor) 

 



2. Royals 

 

After an abnormal year in 2020 that saw the Skibbe brothers on the Braves, the 

Royals are back with some added depth that should help the Skibbe brothers 

return to the title game. I always seem to be high on the Royals only to be 

constantly let down. But like a bad penny stock, I just can’t call it quits on this 

team especially with the supporting cast that is expected. Oddly enough, Sam and 

Gus each have 77 HR (1st) and 119 RBI (T-2nd) during the first pitch strike era (2017 

- 2020). The first newcomer to the Royals this year is Auston Steffes whom I 

expect to significantly exceed his previous SWBL marks - .367 AVG (35th) and 25% 

HR/AB (19th). He has transformed himself since his days as a member of the Dbax 

into a nationally recognized wiffleball star that is constantly appearing on my 

twitter feed due to his success in the MNWA. And of course, Ty Butler is expected 

to return, albeit maybe not fully healthy. The offseason rumors of Tyler Flakne 

returning to the Royals turned out to be just that…rumors.  This means that long 

awaited rookie Leon Cherry could be the defining piece for this team because I 

don’t expect #1 Homeowner of the Year Kevin Skibbe or #1 Beloved Player of the 

Year Trent Steffes to see much playing time. Even still, I’d say this team is guaranteed to earn a playoff 

spot even if they lose the division title to the Twins.  Their top 4 is as solid as they come but it sounds 

like they plan to dabble with 5-man lineups and include Leon Cherry in the mix. 

Gus Skibbe seemed to come out of nowhere last year on the mound finishing 26.5 IP (3rd), 4.15 ERA (1st) 

and .303 OBA (1st). When the Royals make the playoffs, you can bet the house that Gus will be on the 

mound in game one because I literally heard that 9 times while listening to all 9 of the captain interview 

podcasts. If Ty Butler is really too hurt to play LF, that could cause a slight dip in the Royals defensive 

abilities given he is a Top 3 left fielder. Even so, I’m high on the Royals finishing with a solid regular 

season record and returning to the playoffs yet again. 

Predicted Record: 7-3 (2nd Cardinal Blinds Division) 
Team MVP:  Gus Skibbe (will he dethrone Spencer as SWBL MVP) 
The Pressure is on: Auston Steffes (to shake off the SWBL rust) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Twins 
The #1 offense from last season (11.9 runs per game) returns fully 

intact with what everyone is calling the best 5-man lineup in the 

league for the second year in a row. The fielding is solid too, but 

pitching has been more of a struggle for this team. Granted, Will 

Rath is a Top 6 pitching option having ranked 4th ERA (5.40), 7th 

WHIP (1.76) and T-1st Shutouts (2) during the past four seasons. His 

K/IP is rather low (15th) for what you would call an ace, but that’s 

what the defense is for. Spencer Bogad seems to be backing away 

from the mound (and clearly focusing on his hitting having won 

back-to-back MVP awards). His 2019 - 2020 pitching numbers are 

far from flattering (2nd worst ERA and WHIP amongst pitchers with 

20+ IP) and the moon ball of Chris Meador has been equally as 

ineffective (2 IP, 25.00 ERA). And anyway, putting Chris anywhere 

other than LF is simply a travesty. That leaves Edloe “The Icon” Donnan as the obvious fantasy sleeper 

candidate with plenty of opportunity to pitch 20 innings and build on his numbers from last season (9.5 

IP, 5.79 ERA, 7 K, 2 CG). To me, the clear difference maker for this team’s success is going to be Edloe for 

two reasons: his pitching performance and his continued excellence at the plate after a career year in 

2020 (3rd RBI, 4th HR/AB).  

The Twins are pretty much the opposite of the Expos, relying on offense to carry them in big games with 

an ever-changing and somewhat suspect pitching rotation. It wouldn’t be right to not mention Cory 

McArthy as his two years in the league have resulted in him ranking 4th in Runs, 6th in K/AB & RBI and 8th 

in AVG & OPS. He solidifies this team as the #1 offense. Even Will Rath, who may not be getting many at 

bats unless they opt to bat five, is 9th in AVG and 14th in HR/AB. This team has plenty of hitting and 

fielding depth. The obvious question mark is the pitching, and after a year where the Expos proved that 

pitching means everything, I’m really going out on a limb here against that notion and more importantly, 

against the SWBL curse. It’s been a while since the Twins have been in the title game so I’m willing to 

put my money on them for 2021. Three of their five losses last year came against a Brewer team that 

they have struggled with historically but should not be an issue this year. I’m all ins on the Twins for 

2021. 

Predicted Record: 7-3 
Team MVP:  Spencer Bogad (hard to go against him) 
Pressure is on:  Edloe Donnan (and his pitching) 
 

(see below for other award predictions) 

 

 

 



 

Comeback Player of the Year: 

1. John Calloway (Astros) 

2. Ty Butler (Royals) 

3. Grant Boyd (Rockies) 

4. Auston Steffes (Royals) 

5. David Olderman (Astros) 

Manager of the Year: 

1. Bryan Benware (Astros) 

2. Kevin Wiethuchter (Expos) 

3. Peter Leicht (Brewers) 

Franchise of the Year: 

1. Astros 

2. Brewers 

3. Marlins 

Rookie of the Year: 

1. Josh Rogers (Athletics) 

2. Jordan Smith (Athletics) 

3. Leon Cherry (Royals) 

Sophomore Player of the Year: 

1. Cole Layton (Astros) 

2. Sam Rudnick (Marlins) 

3. Eli Erickson (Marlins) 

 


